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A NEW CLASS OF ALMOST
CONTACT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS
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(Dedicated to Professor Hisao Nakagawa on his sixtieth birthday)

1. Introduction
Among almost contact metric structures, the quasi Sasakian and the
trans Sasakian structures were defined by D. E. Blair [1] and J. A.
Oubina [5], which are normal almost contact metric structures containing both cosymplectic and Sasakian structures. Moreover, J. A. Oubina
[5] showed that there is no inclusion relation between quasi Sasakian and
trans Sasakian structures.
But we see that there is a new class of almost contact metric structures
containing quasi Sasakian and trans Sasakian structures.
In this paper, we introduce such a new class of almost contact metric
structures and study their essential examples as well as their fundamental
properties.
2. Almost contact metric structures
Let M be an m-dimensional real differentiable manifold with almost
contact metric structure (iP, 1], g). Then the relations

e,

= -X + 1](X)e, iPe = 0, 1](iPX) = 0, 1](e) = 1,
g(e, X) = 1](X), 'g(iPX, iPY) = g(X, Y) - 1](X)1](Y)
iP 2 X

hold for any vector fields X and Y on M. The fundamental 2-form ~
is defined by ~(X, Y) = g(iPX, Y). It is known that the almost contact
structure (iP, 1]) is normal if and only if

e,

(2.1)

N(X, Y) = [<I>, iP](X, Y) + 2d7J(X, y)e
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vanishes, where [ ] is a bracket operation and d denotes the exterior
derivative.
An almost contact metric structure (</>, fJ, g) on M is said to be ( cr.
[2, 3, 4, 5])
(a) quasi Sasakian if ~ is closed and (</>, fJ) is normal,
(b) trans Sasakianif d~ = a(~l\fJ), dfJ = f3~, </>*(6~) = 0 and (</>,e,fJ)
is normal,
(c) cosymplectic if tP and fJ are closed and (</>, fJ) is normal,
and
(d) Sasakian if ~ = dfJ and (</>, e, fJ) is normal,
where a and f3 are functions on M, and 6~ is the coderivative of tP.
Throughout this paper we study a class of almost contact metric manifolds M which satisfies

e,
e,

e,

tP is closed,
V xe = >..</>X for a smooth function>" on M and
{
(</>, fJ) is normal

(*)

e,

where V denotes the Riemannian connection for g.
Briefly, we denote such a manifold by M*.
PROPOSITION

(2.2)

1. On M*, we h.ave

(V x~)(Y, Z) = >"{fJ(Y)g(X, Z) - fJ(Z)g(X, Y)}.

Proof. In [6] under the assumptions
and £~g = 0, it was proved that

(VxtP )(Y, Z)

~

is closed, (</>,

= fJ(Y)(VxfJ)( </>Z) -

e, fJ) is normal

fJ( Z)(VxfJ)(</>Y),

where.c~ is a Lie derivative with respect to e. Since (VxfJ)Y = >..tP(X, Y),
we get (2.2) and the proof is complete.

By the definitions (a) '" (d) and Proposition 1, M* is quasi Sasakian
and trans Sasakian. Moreover M* becomes cosymplectic if >.. = 0 and
Sasakian if >.. is non-zero constant.
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(2.3)
(2.4)
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M*, the following relations

R(X,OY = (XA)(4>Y) + A2 {"7(Y)X - g(X, Y)€},
eA = 0,
S(e, X) = (4)X)A

(2.5)

+ (m -1)A2 "7(X)

hold, where S is the Ricci curvature and R is the curvature tensor defined
by
R(X, Y)Z = [Vx, Vy]Z - V(X,YjZ.
Proof. Since

€ is Killing, we see that

Hence, by use of (*h and (2.2), we get (2.3). The relation (2.4) follows
from (2.3). From the Ricci identity, (*h and (2.2) reduce (2.5). This
completes the proof of the proposition.

e.

Then, by use of (2.3)
Let X be the unit vector field orthogonal to
and (2.4), we obtain R(e,X)e = _>..2 X. Therefore g(R(e,X)X,e) = A2 •
Thus we have
PROPOSITION 3. On

containing

eis A

2

M*, the sectional curvature of all plane section

•

IT the Ricci curvature S is parallel on M*, then we get
(2.6) AS(¢X, Y) =X«¢Y)>..) - (Vt/>xY)>"

+ (m -

+ (2m -l)>"(X>")"7(Y)

1)>..3ep(X, Y)

e

by use of (2.2) and (2.4). Putting Y = in (2.6) and using (2.4) and
(2.5), we have A(X A) = 0, that is, A2 is constant on M*. Since M* is
connected and A is a smooth function on M*, we see that A is constant.
Thus we have

4. If the Ricci curvature S is parallel on M*, then the
function A is constant.
PROPOSITION
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REMARK. If the Ricci curvature S is parallel on M*, then A is constant by virtue of the proposition 4. Using Ricci identity, (2.3) and (2.5),
we can see that M* is Einstein when A is non-zero constant.

3. Examples
We denote Cartesian coordinates in a 3-dimensional Euclidean space
E3 by (Xl, X2, X3) and define a symmetric tensor field 9 by
9 = e2f

1 + 0"2
0
( -0"

0
1
0

-0")
0

,

1

where 0" and 1 are functions on E3. Then 9 is positive definite Riemannian metric. The inverse matrix of 9 is given by

1 0

g-l

= e- 2f

0 1
0"o )
( 0" 0 1 + 0"2

,

We define an almost contact structure (¢>,e,fJ) on E 3 by

</>=

0-1
0)
(o
1

{=e-/
fJ

0 0
-0" 0

,

G)'

= ef (-0",0,1).

e,

Then (¢>, fJ, g) constitutes an almost contact metric structure on E 3 •
The fundamental1-form fJ and 2-form ql have the forms
fJ

= e f (-O"dXl + dx 3) and ql = e2f dXl /\ dX2

respectively, and hence

dfJ =e f {( 0"h

+ 0"2 )dXl A dX2 + hdx2 A dX3

+ (0"3 + 0"/3 + Il)dx l /\ dxa},
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2f
d~ = 2he dXI 1\ dX2 1\ dX3,

where Ii = allax, and
local components

(1,

= a(1lax,.

The equation (2.1) can be written

as

where the indices h, i,i and k run over the range 1,2,3. Then non-trivial
components of N k / are given by

°

Therefore we can see that (4), ~, TJ) is normal if and only if h = and
3
(13 + (1 fa + II = 0. Hence, by a simple calculation, we see that E
with
(4),~,TJ,g) is
(1) quasi Sasakian if h = 0, h = and II + (13 = 0,
(2) trans Sasakian if h =0, fa = !ae f ,(12 =f3e f and (13 + (1 fa + II =0,
(3) (* )-structure if h = 0, fa = 0, II + (13 = and (12 = -2>.e f ,
(4) Sasakian if f2 = 0, (13 + (1 f3 + fl = 0 and (12 = ef ,
and
(5) Cosymplectic if h = 0, fa = 0, (13 + II = and (12 = 0,
where (* )-structure is the structure satisfies (* )-conditions and a, f3 are
the functions appeared in the section 2. Henceforth, we can construct a
non-trivial (* )-structure on E 3 .
For example
(1)' 1= XI 2 , (1 = -2XIX3,
(2)' 1= !X3' (1 = x2e-~X8, a = e-~X8, /3 = e- X8 ,
(3)' I = xI, (1 = -2X2 - X3, >. = e- X1 ,
(4)' I = xI, (1 = X2eXl - X3,
and
(5)' I = Xl! (1 = -X3·
We can construct further examples on a (2n + I)-dimensional Euclidean space E 2n +I by the similar way.

°

°
°
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4. Curvat ure tensor
Let M* be an m-dimensional almost contact metric manifold with
(*)-conditions.
First of all, we prepare
PROPOSITION

5. Let S be the Ricci curvature of M*. Then we have

(4.1) R(X,Y)4>Z - 4>R(X,Y)Z
= (Y'\){g(X, Z)e -1J(Z)X} - (X'\){g(Y, Z)e -1J(Z)Y}
+ ,\2 { q>(X, Z)Y - q>(Y, Z)X + g(X, Z)4>Y - g(Y, Z)4>X},
(4.2) g(R(4>X,4>Y)Z, W)

= g(R(X, Y)Z, W) + (Z'\){1J(Y)q>(~X) + 1J(X)q>(Y, W)}
- (W'\){1J(Y)q>(Z,X) + 1J(X)q>(Y,Z)} + ,\2{q>(Z,X)q>(Y, W)
- q>(W, X)q>(Y, Z)

+ g( Z, X)g(Y, W) - g(W, X)g(Y, Z)},

(4.3) g(R(4>X, Y)4>Z, W) - g(R(4>X, Y)iPW, Z)
=(Y,\){q>(X, Z)1J(W) + q>(W,X)1J(Z)}
+ « iPX),\Hg(W, Y)1J( Z) - g(Y, Z)1J(W)}
- ,\2 {q>(X, Z)q>(W; Y) - q>(Z, y)q>(X, W) + g(X, Z)g(W, Y)
- g(Z, Y)g(X, W) + g(Z, Y)1J(X)1J(W) - g(W, Y)1J(X)1J(Z)} ,
1 m

(4.4)

SeX, Y)

+ 2 Lg(R(ei,iPei)X'iPY )
i=l

= «4>X),\)1J(Y) + (m -

2),\2 g(X, Y)

+ ,\21J(X)1J(Y),

where {ei} = {eI, ... , em-I, em ,= 0 is a local orthonormal frame field.
Proof. (4.1) follows from (2.2) and Ricci's identity. By use of (2.3)
and (4.1), we can prove (4.2). (4.3) follows from (4.2). Finally, using
(4.1) and the first Bianchi's identity, we get (4.4).
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M*,

~
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is constant if and only if the Ricci cur-

vature tensor S and 4> are commute.

Proof. From (4.1) and the first Bianchi's identity, we have
1

S(X, 4>Y)

m

+ 2 L g(R( ei, <!>ei)X, Y)
i=1

= -(m - 2)(X~)'7(Y) - (m - 2)~2cp(X, V).

Taking the skew-symmetric part in (4.5) with respect to X and Y, it
follows that
S(4)X,Y)

+ S(X,4>Y) =

(m -

2){(X~)'7(Y)

+ (Y~)'7(X)}.

Hence we can get the desired result and the proof is complete.
The Weyl conformal curvature tensor C is defined by
(4.6) C(X, Y)Z - R(X, Y)Z
1
= - m _ 2 {S(Y,Z)X - S(X,Z)Y + g(Y,Z)AX
r

- g(X, Z)AY}

+ (m -l)(m _ 2) {g(Y, Z)X -

g(X, Z)Y},

where Sand r are the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature respectively,
and we have put g(AX, Y) = S(X, Y). At first we shall prove
PROPOSITION 7. H M* is conformally flat and m
space of constant curvature.

> 3, then M* is a

Proof. Since M* is conformally flat, the curvature tensor R is
(4.7) R(X, Y)Z
1
= m _ 2 {S(Y,Z)X - S(X,Z)Y + g(Y,Z)AX
r

- g(X, Z)AY} - (m -l)(m _ 2) {g(Y, Z)X - g(X, Z)Y}.
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From (4.7), we get

(4.8) g(R(X, </>X)Y, </>Z)
4
= m _ 2 {-S(Y,Z) + ((</>Y)-\)7](Z) + (m -1)-\27](Y)7](Z)}

+ 2( (</>Z)-\ )7](Y) + (m _

2r
1)(m _ 2) {g(Y, Z) - 7](Y)7]( Z)}.

On the other hand, by use of (4.5), the left hand side of (4.8) becomes

-2S(Y, Z)

+ 2((</>Y)-\)7](Z) + 2(m -

2)-\2g(y, Z) + 2-\27](Y)7](Z).

Henceforth, we can get
(4.9)

r

= m(m -1)-\2

and that
(4.10)

((</>X)-\)7](Y) = ((</>Y)-\)7](X)

for m > 3. H we substitute (4.9) into (4.7) and make use of (2.3) and
(4.10), then it follows

SeX, Y) = 2((</>X)-\)7](Y) + (m - 1)-\2g(X, Y).
Therefore (4.7) becomes

R(X, Y)Z

= -\2{g(~ Z)X -

g(X, Z)Y},

that is, M* is a space of constant curvature when m
the proof.

> 3.

This completes

In a manifold M*, a sectional curvature
(4.11)

H = _g(R(</>X,</>2X)</>X,</>2X)
g(</>X, </>X)g(</>2X, </>2X)

determined by two orthogonal vectors </>X and </>2 X for the unit vector
X is called the </>-holomorphic sectional curvature.
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Now if we assume that H is independent of the choice of 4>-holomorphic section at p E M*, then we have

(4.12) 2{R(4)X, Y, 4>Z, W) + R(4)X, W,4>Y, Z) + R(4)X,Z,4>W, Y)}
- 2A 2 {C)(X,Z)C)(Y, W) - C)(X,Y)C)(Z, W) - C)(Y,Z)C)(X, W)}

+ 2(,X2 - HHg(X, Y)71(W)11(Z) + g(X, Z)11(Y)71(W)
+ g(X, W)71(Y)71(Z)} - 6(,X2 - H)71(X)71(Y)11(Z)71(W)
+ 2H {g(X, Y)g(Z, W) + g(X, W)g(Y, Z) + g(X, Z)g(Y, W)}
+ 2« 4>X)'xHg(Y, Z)71(W) + g(Z,W)71(Y) + g(Y, W)11(Z)
- 371(Y)71(Z)71(W)} + (W'x){C)(X, Z)71(Y) - C)(X, Y)71(Z)}

+ (Z,XH C)(X, Y)71(W) -

C)(X, W)71(Y)} + (YAH C)(X, W)71(Z)
- C)(X, Z)71(Wn - 2H{g(Z, W)71(X)71(Y) + g(Z, Y)11(X)71(W)
+ g(Y, W)71(X)71(Z)} = 0,"
by virtue of (4.2), (4.3) and (4.11), where R(X, Y, Z, W) = g(R(X, Y)Z,

W).
Replacing X and Z with 4>X and 4>Z respectively, we obtain
4R(X, Y,Z, W) + 2R(X,Z, W, Y) - 2R(4)Y, W,X,4>Z)

+ (Y,XH6c)(X, W)71(Z) + C)(Z,X)71(W) - 2c)(Z, W)11(X)}
- (X,XH4C)(Y, W)71(Z) + 4c)(Z, Y)71(W) + 2c)(Z, W)71(Y)}
- (WAH2c)(X, Y)71(Z) + 8c)(~ Z)71(X) + C)(X, Z)11(YH

+ 4(Z'x)c)(~ W)71(X) + «4>Z)'xHg(X, Y)71(W) -

+ 2« 4>Y)'xHg(Z, W) -71(Z)71(W)}71(X)

g(X, W)71(Y)}

+ 2,X2 { C)(W, X)C)( Z, Y) - g( X, Y)g( Z, W) + g(W, X)g(Y, Z)

+ g(Y, W)g(X, Z) + g(X, Z)71(Y)71(W) - g(X, W)71(Y)11(Z)
- g(Y, Z)71(X)71(W) + g(Y, W)71(X)71(Z) -11(X)71(Y)71(Z)71(W)}
+ 2H {C)(X, Y)C)(Z, W) + C)(X, W)i;(Z, Y) + g(Y, W)g(X, Z)
- g(Y, W)71(X)71(Z) - g(X, Z)71(Y)71(W) + 11(X)71(Y)71(Z)71(W)} = 0,
by means of (2.3), (2.4), (4.2) and (4.3).
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Taking the skew symmetric part of this equation with respect to Y
and Z, we get
(4.13)

8R(X,~Z,W)

= 2(H + 3A2){g(X, W)g(Y, Z) - g(Y, W)g(X, Z)}
+ 2(H - A2){g(~ W)71(X)71(Z) - g(X, W)71(Y)71(Z)
+ g(X,Z)71(Y)71(W) - g(Y,Z)71(X)71(W) + ~(Z,X)~(Y, W)
- ~(Z, Y)~(X, W) - 2~(Z, W)~(X, Y)} + (ZA){8~(X, Y)71(Wn
- (WA){16~(X, Y)71(Z) + ~(X, Z)71(Y) - ~(Y, Z)71(X)}
- (YA){6~(Z, W)71(X) + ~(X,Z)71(W) + 6~(W,X)71(Z)}
+ (X>'){6~(Z, W)71(Y) + ~(Y,Z)71(W) - 6~(Y, W)71(Z)}
- «~X)A){g(Y,Z)71(W) - g(Z, W)71(Y) - 2g(Y, W)71(Z)
+ 271(Y)71(Z)71(W)} + ~Y)A){g(X, Z)71(W) - g(Z, W)71(X)
- 2g(X, W)71(Z) + 271(X)71(Z)71(W)}.

«

e

Replacing X with in (4.12) and using (2.3), we have (cPY)A = O.
From this fact and (2.4) implies that>. is constant. Thus the equation
(4.13) is reformed to
(4.14) 4R(X, Y)Z =(H + 3A2){g(Y,Z)X - g(X, Z)Y}
+ (H - A2){71(X)71(Z)Y -71(Y)71(Z)X

+ g(X, Z)71(Y)~ - g(Y, Z)71(X)~
+ ~(Y, Z)cPX - 2~(X, Y)~Z}.

- ~(X, Z)~Y

Hence the Ricci tensor and scalar curvature are given by
(4.15)

4S(X, Y) ={(m + 1)H + (3m - 5)A2}g(X, Y)
- (m + 1)(H - >.2)71(X)71(Y),

(4.16)

r = 4(m -1){(m + 1)H + (3m - 1)A2 },

1

respectively. From (4.15), (4.16) and using fJS
constant if m =1= 3.
Thus we have

= !Vr, we find

H is
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8. If, in M*, 4>-holomorphic sectional curvature is independent of ¢-holomorphic section at a point, then .A is constant and the
curvature tensor has the fonn (4.14), where H is a constant if m =f 3.
THEOREM

A manifold M* is said to be of constant 4>-holomorphic sectional curvature if the 4>-holomorphic sectional curvature is constant on the manifold.
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